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1.0 INTRODUCTIO!1

This Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report, for
Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Unit 2, is cubmitteo as
required by Technical Specification 6.9.1.4 and offaite Dose
Calculation Manual (ODCM) Administrative Control 6.9.1.4 for
the period January 1, 1992, through June 30, 1992.

Information pertaining to the following areas is included in
this report

* A summary of the quantitles of radioactive 11guld and
gaseous effluents released from Unit i during the '

reporting period in the format oo' lined in Appendix B of
Regulatory Guide 1.21, Reviajon , June 1974.

* A summary of solid waste shipped from Unit 1 in the
format shown in Appendix B of Regulatory Guide 1.21,
Revision 1, June 1974, supplemented with three additional
categories: class of waste (per loCFR61), type of
container (Strong Tight, Type A, Type B) ard
polidification agent or abcorbent.

* An explanation of why inoperable liquid or gaseous
effluent monitorin' instrumentation was not corrected
within 30 days.

Changes to the Pro, ,as Control Program.*

* Changes to the ODCM in the form of a complete, legible
copy of the entire ODCM.

A listing of now locations for dose calculations and/or*
environmental monitoring identified by the Land Use
Census.

* A description of the events leading to liquid holdup
tanks or gas storage tanks exceeding Technical
Specification limits.

* A list and description of abnormal releases of
radioactive material from the site to unrestricted areas.

A description of resin releases to the LVW Pond.*

* A description of major changes to radioactive waste
treatment systems (liquid, gaseous and solid).
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2.O MPPLEMENTAlt_) 'RI!MAIJ.M

2.1 ILqqnlatory Limilft

The ODCM Radiologien1 Ef fluent Control limits applicable
to the release of radioactive material in liquid and
gaseous effluents are described in the following
sections:

2.1.1 Elpflion ansLAg11vation Gasec_Lttalalt Gases)

The donc rate due to radioactive materials
released in gaseous ef fluents from the site to
areas at and beyond the site boundary shall be
limited to less than or equal to 500 mrems/yr
to the whole body and less than or equal to
3000 mrems/yr to the skin.

The air dose due to noble gases released in
gaseous offluents, f rom each unit, to areas at
and beyond the site boundary shall be limited
to the following:

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than
or equal to 5 mrads for gamma radiation
and less than or equa.. to 30 mrada for
beta radiation, and

b. During any calendar year: Less than or
equal to 10 mrads for gamma radiation and
less than or equal to 20 mrads for beta
radiation.

2.1.2 Iodine 131. Iodine-133. Tr_itium and
_

Radioactive MateIial in Partic3] ate Form

The dose rate due to iodine-132, iodine-133,
tritium and all radionuclides in particulate
form with half lives greater than 8 days,
released in gaseous of fluents f rom the site to

e areas at and beyond the site boundary, shall
be limited to less than or equal to 1500
mrem /yr to any organ.

The dose to a MEMBER OF Ti!E PUBLIC from
iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half
lives greater than 8 days, in gaseous
effluents released, from each unit, to areas
at and beyond the site boundary, shall be
limited to the following:

-2-
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a. During any. calendar quarter: Less than
or equal to 7.5 mrems to any-organ, and

,

!

b. During any calendar year: Less than or i

equal to 25 mrems-to any organ.

2.1.1 Licuid Efflr lig

The concentration of radioactive material 1

released in liquid effluents to unrestricted |
areas shall be limited to the concentrations :

specified in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table
II, Column 2 for radionuclides other than
dissolved or entrained noble gases. For
dissolved or entrained noble gases,- the
concentration shall be ljmited to 2.0E-04
#Ci/ml total activity.

The dose or dose commitment to a MEMBER OF THE
PUBLIC from radioacti. materials in liquid
effluents released, from each unit, to
unrestricted areas shall be limited:

a. During any calendar quarter to.lcss than
or equal to 1.5 mrems to the whole body
.and to less than or equal to 5 mrems to
any organ, and

b. During any calendar year to less than or
equal to 3 mrems to the whole body and to
less than or equal to 10 mrems to any
organ.

2.1.4 LVW Pond Resin Inventory

The quantity of radioactive material contained
in resins transferred to the LVW pond shall be
limited by the following expression:

(264/V) E; A;/C; < 1.0

excluding tritium, dissolved or entrained
noble gases and radionuclides with less than
an 8 day half 33fe, where:

t

j pond inventory limit for a singleA =

radionuclide j (Curies),

'

.10CFR20, Appendix I4, Table II ColumnC =-j
2, concentration for a sinerle
radionuclide j (pci/ml),*

-3-
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.V =~ volume of resins in the . pond
(gallons), and

conversion unit (pC1/Ci per ml/ gal)264 =

2 .1. 5 ' Total Dose

The- annual (calendar year) dose or dose
commitment to any MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC due to
releases of radioactivity and to radiation .)
from uranium fuel cycle sources shall be ;

limited to less than or equal to 25 mrems to ;

the whole body or any organ, except the
thyroid, which shall be limited to less than
or equal to 75 mrems.

2.2 Maximum Permissible Concentrations

i.
2.2.1 Gaseous Effluenta,

,

For gaseous effluents, maximum permissible
concentration (MPC) values are not directly

,

used in release rate calculations since the i

applicable _ limits are expressed in terms of
-doseirate at the site boundary.

2.2.2 -Licruid Effluents

The values specified in 10 CFR Part 20,
,

I ~ Appendix B, Table II, Column 2 are used as the
; MPC for' liquid radioactive effluents released
L to unrestricted areas. A value of 2.0E-04
'

pCi/ml is used as the MPC-for dissolved and
entrained-noble gases in liquid effluents.-

i-

2.3 Averace Enerav

This section is _ not applicable - to the Radiological
;

Effluent Controls-contained in Part I of the ODCM for
Comanche Peak,-Unit 1.

|
'

2.4 Measurem_ents and Aporoximations of Total Radioactivity

Measurements of total. radioactivity in liquid and gaseous
radioactive effluents were -accomplished in accordance
' with - the - sampling and analysis requirements of Tables
4.11-1 and 4.11-2, respectively, of theiCPSES ODCM.

~4-
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2.4.1 Licuid Rad @ active Effluents
Each batch release was campled and analyzed
for gamma emitting radionuclides using gamma
spectroscopy, prior to release. Composite
samples were analyzed monthly and quarterly
for the Waste Monitor Tanks (WMT), Laundry
lioldup and Monitor Tanks (LHMT) and Wastewater
Holdup Tanks /WlIUT) . Composite samples were
analyzed monthly for tritium and gross alpha
radioactivity in the onsite laboratory using
liquid scintillation and gas flow proportional
counting techniques, respectively. Composite
samples were analyzed quarterly for Sr-89, Sr-
90 and Fe-55 by a contract laboratory _

(Telodyne Isotopes). The results of the
composite analyses from the previous mont- or
qu. ter were used to estimate the quant; les
of these radionuclides in liquid efflu.nts
during the current month or quarter. The
total radioactivity in liquid effluent
releases was determined from the measured and
estimated concentrations of each radionuclide
present and the total volume of the effluent
released during periods of discharge.

For batch releases of powdex resin to the LVW
pond, samples were analyzed for gamma emitting
radionuclides, using gamma spectroscopy
techniques, prior to release. Composite
samples were analyzed quarterly, for Sr-89 and
Sr-90, by an offsite laboratory (Teledyne
Isotopes).

-

For continuous relee.ses to the circulating
water discharge from the LVW pond, daily grab
samples were obtained over the period of pond
discharge. These samples were composited and
analyzed for gamma emitting radionuclides,
using gamma spectroscopy techniques.
Composite samples were also analyzed for
tritium and gross alpha radioactivity using
liquid scintillation and gas flow proportional
counting techniques, respectively. Composite
samples were analyzed quarterly for Sr-89, Sr-
90 and Fe-55 by an offsite laboratory
(Teledyne Isotopes).

-S-
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2.4.2 Gaseous Radioactive Effluents

Each gasecus batch release was samp) ' and
analyzed for radioactivity prior to retaase.
For releases from Wasto Gas Decay Tanks, noble
gas grab samples were analyzed for gamma
emitting radionuclides using gamma
spectroscopy. For releases from the
Containment Building, samples were taken using
charcoal and particulate filters, in addition ,

to noble gas and tritium grab samples, and
anulyzed for gamma emitting radionuclides
prior to each-_ release with the exception of
Containment vents made as a precursor to a
Containment purge. In these cases, samples
collected and analyzed as a prerequisite to
the vent were used to estimate total
radioactivity released during the subsequent
purge. The results of the analyses and the
total volume of effluent released were used to
determine the total amount of radioactivity
released in the batch mode.

For- continuous effluent release pathways,
noble gas and tritium grab samples were,

collected and analyzed weekly for gamma
emitting radionuclides by gamma spectroscopy
and liquid scintillation counting techniques,
respectively.- Continuous release pathways
were continuously sampled using radiciodine
adsorbers and particulate filters. The
filters were analyzed weekly for I-131 and
. gamma emitting radionuclides using gamma
spectroscopy. Results of the noble gas and
tritium grab samples, radiciodine adsorber and
particulate filter analyses from the current
week and the average effluent flow rate for-
the previous week were used to determine the
total amount of radioactivity released in the
continuous mode. Monthly composites of
particulate filters were analyzed for gross
alpha-activity, in the onsite laboratory using
the gas flow proportional counting _ technique.
Quarterly composites of ;oarticulate filters
were analyzed for Sr-89 and Sr-90 by an
offsite laboratory (Telodyne Isotopes).

.v
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2. 5- Batch Releases

A-summary of information for gaseous and liquid batch
releases is included in Tabic 7.1.

2.6 b.bnormal Releases

Abnormal releases are defined as unplanned or
uncontrolled releases of radioactive material from the
site boundary.

There were three (3) abnormal effluent releases (1-
liquid, 2-gaseous) made during the period covered by this

,

report. These events are described in section 6.6.1 of
this report.

A summary of information for ganeous and liquid abnormal
releases is included in Table 7.2.

3.O gas!EOUS EFFLUENTS ;i.

1
.

l
The quantities of radioactive material released in gaseous i

effluents are sumnarized in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. All releases
|

of radioactive material in gaseous form are considered to be
- ground level releases.

[

4. 0- LIOUID EFFLUENTS

The quantities of radioactive material released in liquid
effluents are summarized in Tables 7.5 and 7.6.

! 5.0 SOLTD WASTES

The quantities of radioactive material released as solid
effluents are summarized in Table 7.7.

6.0 RELATED INFORMATION

6.1 Operability of Liauld and Gaseous Monitorina
Instrum.entation

ODCM Radiological Effluent Controls 3.3.3.4 and 3'.3.3.5
require an explanation of why ' designated inoperable
liquid and gaseous monitoring instrumentation' was not
restored to operable status within thirty days. During
the period- covered by this report, there were no-
instances where this instrumentation was inoperable _for
more than thirty days.

l~

.

-7-
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6.2 Channes to the Process Control Progran

There were no changes to the Process Control Program for
the period covered by this report.

6.3 Chanaen to the Offsite Doso Calculation Manual

There were no changes to the Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual _for the period covered by this report.

6.4 New Locations for Dose Calculdions or Environmental
Monitorina

ODCM Administrative Control 6.9.1.4 requires any new
locations for dose calculations or environmental
monitoring, identified by the Land Use Census, to be
included in the Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release
Report. No such locations were identified during this
report period.

6.5 Liauld Holduo and Gas Storace Tanks

ODCM Administrative _ Control 6.9.1.4 requires -a
description of the events leading to liquid holdup or gas
storage tanks exceeding -the Technical Specification
limits. Technical Specification 3.11.1 limits the
quantity- of radioactive material contained in each
unprotected outdoor tank to less than or equal to' ten
curies, excluding tritium and dissolved or entrained
noble gases. Technical Specification 3.11.2.2 limits the
quantity of radioactive material contained in each gas-
storage tank to less than or_ equal to 200,000 curies of
nobleLgases (considered as Xe-133 equivalent). These
limits were not exceeded during the period covered by
this report.

. 6. 6 - Noncompliance with Radiolonical Effluent Control
Reauirements

This section provides a listing of events' that did not
| - . comply with the applicable requirements of- the
'

Radiological Effluent Controlsgiven in Part I of the
Detailed' documentation concerning-CPSES

ODCM. ._ these ' events and corrective actions isevaluations of
mainta'ined onsite.

-8-
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6.6.1 Abnormal Liauld and Gaseous Releases

* On February . 8, '1992, at approximately
0850 an Auxiliary ' Operator (AO) was
assisting the Reactor Operator in
preparations for putting the Boron
Thermal Regeneration' System- (BTRS) in
service. The AO was in the area of valve
operations, manipulating valves locally.
Water ctarted spraying from body to
bonnet -leaks on numerous BTRS valves.
The AO reported the condition to the
Control Room. The Reactor Operator shut
remotely operated _ valves and realigned
the letdown to isolate the BTRS system.
Radiation Protection was contacted to
assist the AO and investigate. At 0856 a
high alarm condition occurred on the
South Vent Stack Noble Gas Monitor and an
increase was noted on the Safeguard
Building Vent Monitor. - Contamination was
found in Unit 1 Safeguards room 1-092 and
Auxiliary Building rooms X-213 and 230.

The entrained Noble Gases came out of
solution due to the RCS valve leakage and
were picked up by-the Plant HVAC system.
The alarm on the South Vent Stack Noble

_

Gas Monitor indicated an unplanned
release had occurred. The monitor
cleared the alarm conditions within
minutes of the Reactor Operators
isolation of the BTRS. The monitors
-returned to normal conditions
approximately . 110 minutes after
initiation of the release. After a non-
routine permit was processed it was
determined that the instantaneous noble
gas release - rates increased from the
normal value corresponding to a dose rate
at the site Boundary of approximately
0.001 mrem / year to 4.95 mrem / year. The
ef fluent release decreased back to normal.-
at a consistent rate upon isolation of-
the leakage. At no time were the
requirements of- 10CFR20 or= 10CFR50
release limits exceeded. The high alarm
on the South Vent Stack Noble Gas Monitor
is set at a conservative value based on
the dose conversion factors for Kr-89,

-9-
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which has the highest dose conversion
factor listed in the ODCM Table 2.1.
Since the release consisted of a mixture
of Noble gas nuclides the alarm did not
indicate a violation of release- rate
limits. This was verified by calculation
after the release.

A root cause analysis of this event was
performed. The analysis determined that
the cause of the event was a water hammer
pressure surge due to an air bubble that
had formed in the BTRS demineralizer.
The air bubble formation problem was
corrected by a revisfon of the Station
Operating Procedure that now requires
filling and venting of the system prior
to use. The numerous body to bonnet
leaks were addressed by increasing the
Preventative Maintenance on the valves to
a six (6) month interval, particularly
inspecting and correcting bonnet bolt / nut
torques as required.

In addition to the findings and
investigations performed, training is
being provided for all Radiation
Protection Lead Technicians on Unplanned
Release. Permits and requirements for
their initiation have been added to the
applicable procedute.

* On February _ 29, 1992, at 0655 water
leakage was identified in Safeguards Rm
1-092. _-An Auxiliary Operator ( AO)- and
Radiation Protection (RP) technicians
were dispatched to investigate the
leakage. At 0702 the South Vent - Star t
Noble Gas Monitor alarmed followed by the
Safeguards Building Vent Monitor. The Ao
reported the leakage was from a letdown
relief valve and the Control Room-
responded by closing the Boron Thermal
Regeneration System (BTRS) Isolation
- Valve and opening the BTRS Bypass Valve.
The Control Room actions were timely
since they had been securing the BTRS
: hiller system _ components only minutes
earlier. The investigation by the-AO and
the RP technician found water also in

-10-
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Auxiliary Building room 1-213 and
Safeguards room 1-88. Leakage was from
BTRS valves and components due to system
over pressurization. Air samples taken
in the area indicated 0.06 MPC's Xe-133.

The entrained Noble Gases came out of
solution and were picked up by the plant
HVAC system. The alarms indicated an
unplanned release had-occurred (similar
to the above event). It was
approximately 150- minutes before the
South Vent Stack Monitor returned to
normal values. In this event the
1 instantaneous noble gas release rates
increased from the normal value
corresponding to a dose rate at the site
Boundary of approximately 0.001 mrem /yr
to 3.03 mrem /yr. The ef fluent ' release
decreased back to normal at a consistent
rate upon isolation of the leakage. At
no time were the limits of 10CFR20 or
10CFRSO exceeded. The high alarm is set
at a conservative value based on dose
conversion factors for Kr-89, which has
the highest _ dose conversion f actor listed
'in the ODCM Table 2.1.

A root cause analysis of this event was
performed. The root causes identified
were-that-the Reactor Operator failed to
correctly position the mode select
handswitch per procedure and did not
understand'the significance of the BTRS
valve - positions when _they 'are changed.
Corrective actions taken are for- the Unit
Supervisors.to monitor seldom performed
tasks, the task has been classified as a
high risk activity r.nd training on BTRS
interlocks has been added to Operator
Recurrent Training.

In_ addition to the findings and
investigations performed, training is
being . provided for all RP Lead

. Technicians on Onplanned Release Permits
and requirements for their initiation-
have been added .to the applicable-
procedure.

-11-
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* On June _ 17, 1992, a Radwaste operator
inadvertently initiated draining of Waste
Water Holdup Tank X-02 prior to sampling
and analysis. for radioactivity as
required by ODCM Table 4.11-1. Waste
Water Holdup Tank X-01 was the tank that
was ready for discharge and the operator
mistakenly opened the wrong drain valve. |
He immediately noticed his error and shut I

the drain valve allowing only 50 gallons
to be drained to the LVW Pond. An
unplanned release permit was initiated
and sampling was performed on the Waste
Water Holdup Tank X-02. Results of the

,

i

sample analysis verified there was no |
detectable tritium or gamma emitting I

isotopes contained in this release to the
LVW Pond.

; As a result of this unplanned release the
Radwaste Operation procedures governing

; liquid releases have been changed to
require each drain valve to be locked
with independent keys and the keys
controlled by the Shift Supervisor. The?

Shift Supervisor issues the appropriate
key only after the permit is approved and
thus ensures only the proper tank will be
released.

6 - 6.6.2 Creation of a Potentially Unmonitored Ef fluem
Release Pathway

During maintenance activicies involving the
Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Cooling System, Unit 2
equipment was aligned and placed~into service'

to provide cooling for the Unit 1 SFP. The
Unit 2 Station Service Water (SSW) and
Component Cooling Water (CCW) Systems had not
been turned over to Unit i from Conctruction

'

and - the Radiation Monitors for SSW and CCW
were not operable. This condition created an
unmonitored potentially radioactive effluent
release pathway from Unit 1. As an immediate

'

corrective action, 12 hour grab sampling and
"

analysis for radioactivity was established-
based on the sampling' required by the ODCM
when the Unit 1 SSW monitors are inoperable.
Samples taken af ter discovery of this event

: Were analyzed and no radioactivity was
detected. There was no actual release o.<

radioactivity to the environment.*

-12-
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To ~ prevent the recurrence of- this type of
event, procedure ODA-403- " Operations
Department Locked Valve Control" will require
a . Radiological Environmental Evaluation to
identify potential pathways from Unit 1 when
there is a deviation froin Locked Closed Unit 2
valves that maintain unit _ separation.

Procedure STA-821 " Unit Interfaces and
Isolation - Control Program" will require the
Unit Interface committee to document their
consideration of the creation of radioactive
effluent discharge pathways in removal _of unit
isolation barriers. The implementation date
for Unit 2 ODCM compliance will be evaluated
and moved as necessary to support the
approaching operation of Unit 2.

Unit- 1 ODCM requirements will be used for
. controlling Unit 2 activities when separation
barriers are removed and prior to Unit 2 ODCM
being implemented.

6.7 B_e, sin Releases-to the LVW P.RDd

3A total of 1727 ft of resin was transferred to the LVW
pond during the period covered by this report. The
results of the sample analyces indicate no radioactive
material was transferred to the pond.

6.8- Chances to the Lipuid. Gaseous and Solid Waste Treatment
S.y,sjems

In accordance with the CPSES Process Control Program,
Section - 2.I,a, . major changes to -.the Radwaste Treatment
Systems (liquid, gaseous and solid) shall be reported to
the Commis sion - in the _ Semiannual Radioactive Effluent
Release - Roport for the period in which changes were
reviewed 'ay the SORC.

During tais reporting period, a major modification to the
Liquid Radwaste Treatment System was- approved and
implemantation: begun. This modification will increase
the. holdup capacity for the liquid radwaste processing
! system-effluent by adding two-(2)_30,000 gallon holdup
tanks. Attachment 8.'1 contains a- ' summary of this
modification- and_ summaries of applicable evaluations and
justifications supporting the modification.
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Table 7.1

DATfjf LIOUID AND GASEOUS RELEASE SUMMARY

l

cuarter I ouarter 2

A. Licuid Peleases All. Sources<

'

Number of Batch Releases '4+02 1.39E+02
Total Time' Period For Batch Releases (min) 6.1JE+03 7.95E+03
Maxi. mum Time Period For a Batch-Release (min) 8.00E+01 7.70E+01.

; Average Time Period For a Batch Release (min) 5.61E+01 5.76E+01
Minimum Time Period For A Batch Release (min) 9.00E+00 2.50E+01

3Average Stream Flow During Periods of Release (ft /s) N/A N/A

B. Gaseous' Releases All Sources

Number of Batch Releases 1.50E+01 2.00E+01
Total Time Period For. Batch Releasen (min) 4.58E+03 6.12E+03*

Maximum Time Period For A Batch Release (min) 3.73E+02 3.75E+02
-Average Time Period For A Batch Release (min) 3.05E+02 3.06E+02

'

Minimum Time Period For A Batch Release (min) 2.28E+02 2.37E+02

,

TABLE 7.2

ABNORMAL BATCH LIOUID AND GASEOUS RELEASE SUMMARY'

Ouarter 1 Ouarter 2

A. Liould,

Number of Releases 0.00E+00 1.00E+00
Total Activity Released, ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

9

B- Cases.

Number of~ Releases 2.00E+00 0.00E+00
-Total Activity Released, Ci 6.12E+00 0.00E+00

'

i,

$'
! --

1
+
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TABLE 7.3

'

GASEOUS EFFLUENTS--SUMMATJ_ON OF ALL RELEASES

Unite Quarter Quarter Est. Total
1 2 Error, %

_

A. Fission and Activation Gases

1. Total release C1 3.56E+01 4.03E+02 2.35E+01

2.~ Average release rate for pCi/sec 4.52E+00 5.12E+01
period

,

3. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 2.75E-03 1.47E-02
(Total Body)

4. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 6.61E-04 6.32E-03
(Skin). ,

B. Iodines

_

-1.-Total Iodine-131 C1 1.03E-06 1.47E-04 1.43E+03

2. Average release rate for pCi/eec 1.31E-07 1.87E-05
period

3. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 6.41E-05 2.18E-02
(Organ) -

| C. Parniculates

'1. Particulates with half lives Ci O.00E+00 0.00E+00 N/A
> 8 days

2. Average release rate for pCi/sec 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
- period

L 3. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 0'00E+00 0.00E+00.

|- (Oegan)__

4. Gross alpha radioactivity Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

D. Tritium- -

-1. Total release Ci 4.10E-01 1.44E+00 2.38E+01-

2. Average release rate for pCi/sec 5.21E-02 1.83E-01
period

3. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 3.80E-04- 1.04E-03
(Organ).

T-2
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TABLE 7.4
i

GASEOUS EFFIcUENTS--GROUND LEVEL RELEASES 1

i

i

Continuous Mode Batch Mode |

Nuclides Released Unito Quarter Quarter Quarter Qur.rter |
1 2 1 2

'

- . = _ _ _
- . = _ . -

'1. Fission and Activation Gasca

.._

Ar-41 Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 3.28E-01 6.17E-02

Kr-85M Ci 0.00E.00 0.00E+00 1.95E-01 0.00E+00

Kr-87 Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.80E-01 0.00E+00

. Kr-88 Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 4.42E-01 0.00E+00

Xe-131M Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 5.23E-02

Xe-133M Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 6.47E-02 0.00E+00
,

1

Xe-133 C1 2.70E+01 3.78E+02 3.79E+00 4.18E+00 i

Xe-135M Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.75E-01 C.00E+00

Xe-135 C1 1.93E+00 2.0SE+01 P.97E-01 1.93E-02

Xe-138 Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 4.54E-03 0.00E+00
'

Total for Period C1 2.89E+01 3.98E+02 6.63E+00 4.32E+00

2. Iodines

I-131 Ci 0.00E+00 1.40E-04 9.84E-07 6.14E-06

I-133 Ci 0.00E+00- 0.00E+00 4.25E-08 5.89E-07

I-135 Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Total for period Ci 0.00E400 1.40E-04 1.03E-06 -6.72E-06

3. Particulates

-

H-3 -Ci 4.06E-01 1.44E+00 3.90E-03 3.05Ee03

Br-82 (Note 1) Ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.19E-07 2.63E-07

Total for period Ci 4.06E-01 1.44E+00 3.90E-03 3.05E-03
;

,

!- . Note 13 Since the half life of these nuclides are less than eight days, the
l' amount released in gaseous effluents is not reported in Table 7.3,

item C. For the same reason, these nuclides are not considered in
dose calculations.

T-3
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TABLE 7.5

LIOUID EFFLUENTS--SUMMATION OF ALL RELEASEE

Units Quarter Quarter Est. Total
1 2 Error, %

A. Fission and Activation Products

I
1. Total release (not including C1 1.44E-01 9.96E-02 3.03E&O1

tritium, gases, alpha. . .d
2. Average diluted pCi/ml 8.13E-10 7.25E-10

concentration during period

3. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 5.67E-04 91E-03s

.x==

[ B. Tritium
(

-1. Total release ci 6.51E+01 8.96E+01 1.34E+01

2. Average diluted C1/ml 3.67E-07 6.52E-07
concentration during period

3. Percent of ODCM REC limit % 1.22E-02 2.17E-02

C.' Dissolved and Entrained Cases
,

,

1. Total release C1 1.19E-01- 3.10E-01 1.16E+01

2. Average--diluted pCi/ml 6.72E-10 1.83E-09
concentration during period

3. Percent'of ODCM REC limit t 3.36E-04 9.13E-04g

i.

D. Gross Alpha Radioactivity

|l'.-ptal= release- Ci 0.00E+00 O.00E+00 N/A

E. Volume of waste released Liters 2.32E+08 2.10E+08 2.20E+00
(prior to dilution)

.

''_

w -
-

F. Volume dilution.of water Liters 1.77E+11 1.37E+11 1.00E+01
used during period (Note 1)

Note 1:. The dilution volume reported is the total dilution volume
during periods when effluent releases were occurring.
The additional-dilution volume available when there are
no effluent releases occurring-is not included.
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IU0010 34 dI'nalliS

ocuaTunons wope segoy gepo

NnoITpes detessap nuTgs One2.geJ 0neagaJ BnvagaJ Bn r ago t.
t c t FI

-

H-E DT O'003+00 O'003+00 9'5I3+01 8'693<0I~

I DJ-SI DT O'003+00 O'003+00 V'853-OE C'L53-05

I
D L~-59 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 L'863-01 C'C53-07

30-55 DT O'003+00 O'003+00 I'183-01 8'013-0C

00-58 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 I'OI3-OC I'L53-OE

30-56 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 L'5(3-OV O'003+00

uv-30 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 V'D83-OE I'EE3-OE
'

zu-95 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 C'903-05 O'003+00

50-L5 01 O*003+00 O'003+00 O'003+00 5'8C3-05

8J-BC OT O'003+00 O'003+00 O'003+00 I'953-05

d9-88 DT O'003+00 O'003+00 O'003+00 I'OI3-OP

SJ-6C 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 6'003-09 O'003+00

3J-65 DT O'003+00 O'003+00 E'803-OP V'883-05

N9-65 01 O W +00 O'003+00 8'C03-OP I'EL3-OP

N9-66 DT O'003+00 O'003+00 C'943-05 0'003+00

g HG-66 DT O'003+00 O'003+00 L'LI3-OL l'683-OP

10-66H OT O'003+00 O'003+00 L'6ET-OL I'C53-OD
;

dn-105 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 9'VE3-09 5'083-09

VL-IIOH OT O'003+00 O'003+00 6'8C3-OD O'003+00

su-IIC DT O'003+00 O'003+00 ?'LP3-05 O'003+00

su-IILH 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 C'IC3-09 O'003+00

lu-IIEH DT O'003+00 O'003+00 k'5C3-05 O'003+O'D~

5 9- I CT~ DT O'003+00 O'_G3+00 9'EP3-OD I'VP3-OP-

59-ICS OT 0 003+00 O'003+00 c'003-OE c'C63-OE

I-IEI 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 I'L93-ot E'E83-OE

I-IEE DT O'003+00 O'003+00 I'0V3-05 I'I73-OV

DE-IEP 01 O'003+00 O'003+00 ?'093-05 E'LC3-OE

DS-IE9 OT O'003+DU O'003+00 E'V03-05 8'983-05

DG-IEL DT O'003+00 O'003+00 9'5C3-05 5'153-UE

.Jcn I im3T-T3P 3T o ' 00GUU 6*003+Tu" N .Ft57T6~7. ITOT-

1-G
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TABLE 7.6 (Continued)

LIOUID EFFLUENTS

Continuous Mode Batch Mode

Nuclides Released Unite Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
1 2 1 2

___

Kr-95M ci O.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.13E-05

Kr-89 cl 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.45E-05

Xe-131M ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0. ODE +00 6.65E-03

|Xo-133M ci 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 3.70E-04 1.49E-03

Xe-133 c1 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.19E-01 3.02E-01
Xc-135 et 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 7.04E-g3 3.00r-04

Total for period Ci OJDL+QD_ _f.uQfE+00 1.19E-01 3.1DE-01._

|
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TABLE 7.7

SOLID WASTE AND IRRADIATED FUEL SHIPMENTS

A.. Solid Waste Shipped offsite for Burial or Disposal (Not
Irradiated Fuel)

.

1. Type of Waste Unit 6-mo: Est. Total
Perios Error %

a. Spent resins m' 2.18E+01 1.00E+01
Cl 1.13E+02

b. Dry compressible waste, contaminated m' 1.91E+01 1.OOE+01
'a'equip. etc. Ci '' . 2 0 E-0 2

c. Irradiated components, control rods, m' None N/A
etc. Ci N/A

d. Other m' None h/A
Ci N/A

1. There were no solidification agents or absorbents applied to the solid
waste.

2. Volume shipped to burial site via waste processors.
3. Volume includes waste buried in prior 6 month period but not reported in

last Semiannual Effluent Report.

2. Estimate of Major Nuclide Nuclide % Abund. Activity'

composition (by *.ype of wasta. (C1);

a. Spent resins Mn-54 17.7% 2.00E+01'

! Fe-55 19.8% 2.24E+01
Co-58 34.2% 3.86E+01
Co-60 14.7% 1.66E+014

Ni-63 10.8% 1.22E+01
Cs-137 1.5% 1.70E+00
Others 1.3% 1.47E+00
Total 100 1.13E+02

b. Dry. compressible waste, Cr-51 4.53% 3.26E-02
,

contaminated equipment, etc. Mn-54 3.91% 2.82E-02
*

Fe-55 26.40% 1.90E-01
Co-58 25.70% 1.85E-01
Co-60 14.10% l.02E-01.

i Fe-59 2.25% 1.62E-02
H-3 9.59% 6.90E-02
Zr-95 2.95% 2.12E-02.

Nb-95- 5.23% 3.77E-02
I-131 2.69% 1.94E-02
Others 2.65% 1,91E ^2

i. Tot i 100 7.20E-C1

,

;
--- T-7 |
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TADLE 7.7 (Continued)

SOLID WASTE AND IRRADIATED FUEL SHIPMENTS

w_. ---

3.-Solid Waste Disposition

Number of Type of Waste Trt.nsport a t iot Destination
Shipments Container Class Mode

4.00E+00 High-Integrity As Truck barnwell

1.00E+00 High-Integrity C Truck Barnwell,

6.00E+00* Strong-tight Au Truck SEG/ALARON

4. Quantity and Activity of DAW in 1.b was processed and buried
by vendors,

:B. Irradiated Fuel Shipments (Disposition)

Nutnber of ShinmeDis Mode of Transportatio_D Destination

0 N/A N/A

T-8
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ATTACHMENT 8.1

SUMMARY OF THE " ADDITION OF
PLANT EFFLUENT TANKS TO LIQUID

RADWASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM"
MODIFICATION

.
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EMMMARY-OF ADDITION OF PLANT EFFLUENT TANKS TO
LIOUID RADWASTE TREATMENT-SYSTEfi

(CPSES Desian Modification No. DM-89-168)

1. MODIFICATION SUMMARY

This Plant Effluent Tank modification involved the fol. lowing
changen:

a. Addition of two 30,000 gallon capacity concrete tanks
with stainless steel liner and a ejpe encasement
structure in the yard area outside the ?uel Building and
Unit 1 Containment Building;

b. Addition of a _ two pump ~ Pump Skid, sample sink, local
control' panel, associated instrumentation and controls,
associated electrical components, associated HVAC
components, and associated piping added in room X-252 of
-the Fuel Building;

c. Routing of. pump discharge piping- to the Auxiliary
Building through the radioactive pipe chase utilizing
portions of an existing abandoned-in-place pipe run;

d. Routing of tank discharge piping and connection into
existing fdischarge piping upstream of radiation
monitoring instrumentation-(XRE-5253).

2. MODIFICATION JUSTIFICATION

a. Existing liquid effluent tanks are of limited size (5000
gal ea.) which causes a short holdup time prior to
discharge'due to the current volume of liquid effluents
being processed. The increase _in capacity will allow a
holdup time of 6 to 12 times-loncer than is_ currently i
available. This_ will allow for a longer decay time prior

_

to release to the environment which is ALARA.
b. The limited size of_the existing tanks causes a higher

number lof permitted radioactive of fluont.relcases. This
additional capacity will reduce permitted radioactive
effluent releases by the same factor of 6 to 12 times the -
number currently;being generated..

_

-The total number.of_ valve-lineups and manipulations forc.

the Radwaste operators will - be reduced and the added
flexibility the additional volume provides is-significant

(- in planning effluent activities and supporting Plant
. Operations (start-ups and shutdowns).

A-1
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3. DESCRIPTION OF EOUIPMENT. 'COMPONE!)lS__AND ' PROCESSES INVOLVIQ.
AHQ.,_ INTERFACES WITH OTHER - SYSTE8ji

This modification interfaces with a limited number of plant
systems. The di'scharge piping tie-in, the electrical power
supply and the Fuel Building HVAC are the only contact with
existing plant - equipment. It is tied-in upstream of the
Radiological Monitoring Instrumentation (XRE-5253) and
therefore - will be monitored the same as all other liquid
effluents. - The - pump capacities of the system have been
designed to meet specifications compatible with the
Radiological - Monitoring Instrumentation design and release
criteria of Radiological Effluent Controls.

4 . -- SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

This modification was evaluatea pursuant to the requirements ,

of 10CFR50.59. This safety evaluation (CPSES Safety
Evaluation No. SE-92-030) is summarized below: ~

The addition of the two 30,000 -gallon Plant Effluent Tanks ,

with the associated piping, valves, pumps, instruments and
controls will improve the limited capability for holdup of
liquid waste for- discharge and reduce the sampling and
processing evolutions required. The tank structure and piping
encasement structure are designed as Seismic-Category II and
pose no saismic interaction concerns with adjoining building .

structureL The design of the components are such that no -

credible potential- failure modes are introduced and
,

implementation of ;his modification does not constitute an
unreviewed safety-question.

5. CHANGES TO PREDICTED LIOUID AND GASEOUS EFFLUENT RELEASES AND
OUANTITY OF SOLID WASTEF

.This modification doesinot impact the predicted releases of
rad' aactive materials _ in li_ quid and gaseous ef fluents given in
-Sect 4cns 11.2 and 11'.3, _ respectively, of the CPSES Safety
-Analysis Report (SAR).or'Section-11.4 for quantities of solid-

wasto

. _ 6. EVALUATION OF CHANGES TO PREVIOUSLY JSTIMATED EXPOS'URES TO A
|_ MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC AND TO THE GENERAL POPULATION-

This; modification L does not . impact the predicted release of
- radioactive materials as noted in' item 5 above. The increased

,

L storage volume andiincreased holdup time have the potential to
L' actuallyfcause_a decrease in~ dose to A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC

-and the GeneralLPopulation but since'the net effect of this!

change ' will be only: a slight reduction in offsite doses,
calculations were not per formed to change predicted values in

Secti_on'11A of'the CPSES -R.

A-2
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L - 7. COMPARISON OF THE PREDICTED RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
FOR THIS CHANGE TO THE ACTUAL RELEASES FOR THE PERIOD PRIOR TOo

WHEN THE CHANGE IS MADE

: Because; of the potential for only a slight decrease in
|- predicted releases due to these changes, a comparison to the
'

actual releases for the prior period to when the change will
be made is not applicable.

6. ESTIMATE OF EXPOSURE TO PLANT OPERATING PERSONNEL AS A RESULT
| OF THE CHANGE
|-
!~ This modification has been designed to minimize personnel

exposure to radiation. All system drain points are located
near floor drains. The majority of the discharge piping runs
through.the radioactive pipe chase in the Fuel Building and
all components of the system in the yard area are encased in
concrete tc. provide shielding and protection from seismic and
natural phenomenon. Construction personnel working in
Radiation Zones III, IV and V attend ALARA briefings prior to
activities in the RCA. The addition of the new tanks will
decrease the radwaste operations personnel exposure since the
annual number of. discharges 'will be decreemed. Liquid
sampling will be done at a sample sink utilizing tank head
pressure only. All of these considerations vill be a savings
in dose and maintain ALARA during both construction and
operations.

9. STATION OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE

B This modification was reviewed and found acceptable by the
'

CPSES. Station Operations Review Committee (SORC) at SORC
Meeting No.-92-020 held on March 6, 1992.

.
-
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